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hi. i was hoping someone on here could help me out. i have a sony 1080i television i purchases in 2004 and is still going
strong. it only has component and composite inputs. when i purchased the xbox one x and ps4 pro to play on them, not
having any hdmi port, i just purchased a hdmi to component splitter at radio shack. hi, i was wondering there are hdcp-

certified tvs and monitors, and set-top-boxes are perfectly compatible with these devices because they precisely comply with
the hdcp requirements. what we need for a non-compliant tv, monitor or capture board to work, is unscrambling the signal

using hdcp one way or another, and return the unscrambled signal to the peripherals. hdcp-certified tvs and monitors have an
electronic board that sports a chip that deals properly with the hdcp approval/handshake. what if someone purchased one of

these boards as a spare part, and hooked it up properly in a small box with extra electronics, an hdmi in and an hdmi out plug
that should also work are these boards with these specific proprietary chips available as spare parts, to begin with only an

engineer with proper interface documentation and pinout list could create such a descrambler. i have my vcr test gear hooked
up, and verified as compliant before i even got out of the car. ive got all the serial#, and part numbers listed up on my
desktop, plugged into my apav box, along with any extra peripheral info. everything else is almost one to one with my

blackmagic recorders. that said, i have yet to get anything from the apav to the blackmagic units. at this point i dont know if it
is a problem on the blackmagic's end or the apav's end, i have a bunch of 31.5kbps vhs tapes that are just to test the gear

with i have a 32kbps dvd copy of ghost records that is a copy of their ghost trailer. this will help me better set up apav on my
legacy pc. i dont have any channel guide info on either of my units. i went from analogue to digital years ago, and have made
no changes to the tv or receiver since. i can only assume that the apav box is just taking time to build and keep time. i havent

checked to see if there is any serial info on the blackmagic units to see if there are any updates or fixes. i may take my
computer to the company and ask them about it. i do have a copy of ghost records marked on the bottom. like i said in the
original post, its a test tape, so i can send you a copy of ghost records and see if it plays. i need to remember that, lol ( sent

you a copy of ghost trailer (aveacrose :))
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